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Shorinji Kempo Unity Study Session - Sweden 2015
Gassho
We hope this letter finds you in good health and spirits.
We are pleased to inform you that Shorinji Kempo Karlstad Shibu together with the Swedish Shorinji
Kempo Federation will host a Shorinji Kempo Unity study session in Sweden. It is a three day study
session which will be organized by Shorinji Kempo Unity.
Participation in Shorinji Kempo Unity study sessions will reduce the time requirement for taking grading
examinations. It also contains hōkai lecture will make participating kenshi eligible for hōkai ranking.
The qualification for attendance is to be an active individual WSKO member with 1st kyū or above.

Instructors
Masayuki KAIHOKO sensei
Kokusai Shidōin (International Instructor), Dōin-chō of the Yamagata Tendo Dōin, 7th Dan Seihanshi
Shogo FUJII sensei,
Kokusai Shidōin (International Instructor), Betsuin-chō of the Tokyo Otsuka Dōin, 7th Dan Seihanshi

Program
The Study Session will start on Friday May 15th at 10.00 and ends on Sunday May 17th at 16.00.
It is expected that each participant bring their own Do. If you are unable to do so due to travel issues
then the Swedish federation can supply a limited number for use by participants. If a Do is required then
please inform the organisers.

Fees and registration
Participation fee is 1200 SEK which includes lunch for three days. There will be an optional dinner party
on Saturday evening (buffet style) for 225 SEK.
Deadline for registration and payment is April 20th.
Registration for the study session should be sent by branch to unitykarlstad2015@shorinjikempo.net
Payment should be made by branch to Shorinji Kempo Karlstad Shibu account:
IBAN: SE50 9500 0099 6026 4863 3291, BIC (Swift): NDEASESS
(For Swedish branches PlusGiro 486 33 29-1)
Registration and payments is only through branches not by individual kenshi.
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Accommodation
We have a number of hotel rooms available at Scandic Karlstad City
www.scandichotels.com/Hotels/Sweden/Karlstad/Scandic-Karlstad-City/
Rooms per night including full breakfast: Single 660 SEK, Double 760 SEK, Triple 960 SEK
You need to book via email karlstadcity@scandichotels.com or telephone +46547705500 (press 2)
Use the booking code: SHO150515 in order to get these prices. Due to other events in Karlstad at the
same time there is a limited number of rooms available, you need to book as soon as possible.
There are many other hotels in Karlstad, just google Karlstad Sweden, although we do not have a special
price deal with other hotels.
For those on a tighter budget we can also offer a number of spaces to stay for free in our dojo. It has
toilet and small kitchen facilities, there are budo mats on the floor, you would need to bring your own
sleeping bag etc. Contact us via email if you want this option (this is also a limited number).

Dinner party
Saturday evening we will have a dinner party, at the Scandic Karlstad City hotel. This is optional and the
cost for the buffet dinner is 225 SEK. Dress code “Smart Casual”.

Travel details
It is possible to travel to Karlstad by air (airport code KSD), there are two daily connections from
Frankfurt and a couple from Stockholm. If you arrive by air please let us know when and we will try and
organise a pickup, there is no regular buses and you would need to pre book taxi.
It is also possible to travel by train from Gothenburg, Stockholm or Oslo which have larger airports. If
you plan to fly to Gothenburg or Stockholm, let us know and we will try to put you in contact with other
kenshi travelling from there to Karlstad. Karlstad is approximately 300 km from all of these airports.
With best wishes.
Kesshu.
Sincerely yours,

Anders Pettersson
Shibu-chō
Shorinji Kempo Karlstad Shibu
President
Swedish Shorinji Kempo Federation
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